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Romanian Dictionary is a useful add-on
that embeds Romanian dictionary and
spell check into OpenOffice.org. This
dictionary is using correct Romanian
diacritics (commabelow). Romanian
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This macro allows you to toggle between
german and romanian diacritics in
OpenOffice.org. It works in normal state
as well as in print mode.
RESTRICTIONS This is a user macro
and thus may work in a very
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unpredictable way. In my tests it behaves
like the same as any other user macro. If
you feel that it's not working the way you
expect it to, please report the bug and I'll
try to fix it. INSTALLATION 1) Install
KeyMacro from the OpenOffice.org Add-
ons Manager. 2) Enter
macros/keymacro/src/sample.xla in the
installation path. 3) Double click
sample.xla in the Add-ons Manager. 4)
Toggle with the checkbox in the upper
left corner of the popup. 5) Start
OpenOffice.org. After installing the add-
on, you should have a new button in the
Language menu of OpenOffice.org.
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Select the language and press "Help". If
you press the romanian diacritic toggle
button, it should start to toggle between
german and romanian diacritics.
Romanian Dictionaries is a useful add-on
that embeds Romanian dictionary and
spell check into OpenOffice.org. This
dictionary is using correct Romanian
diacritics (commabelow). Requirements:
￭ OpenOffice.org 3.0 KEYMACRO
Description: This macro allows you to
toggle between german and romanian
diacritics in OpenOffice.org. It works in
normal state as well as in print mode.
RESTRICTIONS This is a user macro
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The Romanian Dictionaries add-on
provides a complete Romanian dictionary
with Romanian diacritics. The dictionary
supports all Romanian letters and also the
mathematical formulas, signs, acronyms,
etc. Improve your office tasks with an
accurate Romanian dictionary. You can
open several files in a Romanian
dictionary, add or delete words, correct
misspelled words, etc. Romanian
Dictionaries Features: - Multi-language
support for add-on: English, French,
German, Spanish, Italian, Portuguese,
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Russian, Bulgarian, Japanese, Traditional
and Simplified Chinese, Dutch, Czech,
Slovak, Polish, Greek, Finnish,
Hungarian, Russian, Ukrainian, Serbian,
Croatian, Slovenian, Ukrainian,
Romanian and Catalan - Romanian
dictionary including diacritics: vowels,
accents, numpads and umlauts -
Romanian diacritics support: diacritics
for letters č ć ę ł ń ș ț ě ć ę ł ń ș ț ł ș š ț ł ş
đ ľ ę ł ń ș ț đ ľ ę ł ń ș ț ț š ț š ş ț š ţ ț ţ ț ţ ț ț
ț ț ț - Romanian dictionary with
completion: word completion for
Romanian words, abbreviation
completion, abbreviation/word
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completion - Roman language support:
Roman names, numbers, abbreviations,
acronyms - Romanian words support: If
you want to change the writing system
from Romanian to other, you can do it
easily. The add-on supports writing
systems: Romanian, Hungarian, Serbian,
Croatian, Slovenian, Macedonian,
Turkish, Greek, Hungarian, Serbian,
Croatian, Slovenian, Ukrainian, Russian,
Ukrainian, Bulgarian, Polish, Czech,
Slovak, Ukrainian, Romanian, Catalan
and Polish - Romanian spell checking
with correction: spell checking for
Romanian words - Romanian glossaries:
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The add-on offers a complete glossary to
find the meanings of Romanian words -
Romanian style formatting: Style
formatting for new Roman words,
inflections, proper names, etc. -
Romanian unicode: Romanian support:
Romanian Unicode Basic Multilingual
Plane - Romanian extensions: Romanian
extensions for diacritics for �

What's New in the Romanian Dictionaries?

￭ A useful add-on that embeds Romanian
dictionary and spell check into
OpenOffice.org. This dictionary is using
correct Romanian diacritics
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System Requirements:

Minimum Requirements: Processor: Intel
Core i5 2.3 GHz (Turbo Boost 2.0 up to
3.6 GHz) or AMD equivalent Memory:
2GB Graphics: NVIDIA Geforce GTX
660 with 2GB Storage: 8GB DirectX:
Version 11 Additional Notes: A Steam
account is required to play. Minimum
System Requirements: Processor: Intel
Core i5 2.3 GHz (Turbo Boost 2.0 up to
3.6 GHz) or
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